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It is now clearly established that many tumors, spontaneous
or induced, carry highly potent tumor-specific transplantation
antigens (TSTA) which are distinctive from those of the host.
Dr. Prehn has carried the evidence for the effect of the
immunologie system a little further today in showing, from his
studies with Dr. Lappe, that the papilloma, which shares TSTA
with the malignant tumor, is susceptible to immunologie
control. Nonspecific stimulation of the immune system
diminishes the duration of survival of papillomas; depression
of the immune system prolongs the survival. In the system he
described, the state of immunologie responsiveness appears to
affect neither the malignant change itself nor the progression
of the malignant tumor.

When the existence of TSTA became generally accepted, the
most widely accepted hypothesis to explain the failure of the
host to reject his own tumor was that he became tolerant to its
antigens. This might be because of the extreme slowness of the
initial growth and the possibility that at least some TSTA were
present in the host at birth or because the tumor outgrew the
defense system and overwhelmed it to produce a state
analogous with high-dose tolerance. Morton (8) and Weiss et
cd. (16) have shown that tolerance to viral antigens can and
frequently does develop at birth, and tolerance would,
therefore, be expected to a certain (probably large) proportion
of virus-induced tumors. Suit and Silobrcic, while failing to
show immunity in normal animals (12), could induce
immunity in virus-free hybrids but not in reciprocal, virus-
carrying hybrids (15). Tolerance does not appear to affect
tumors induced in adult life with virus such as the Moloney
sarcomas studied by HellstrÃ¶met al. (5) nor in the carcinogen-
induced tumors studied by Prehn et al. (10). HellstrÃ¶met al.
(5) found that lymphoid cells from nearly 50% of those
animals bearing progressively growing tumors would inhibit
tumor colony formation in vitro, but StjernswÃ¤rd (14) found
increased susceptibility in animals reincubated immediately
after tumor amputation and postulated the development of
tolerance. Mikulska et al. showed that immunity to methyl-
cholanthrene-induced tumors could be demonstrated within
ten days of removal of the tumor (7), and Brient found that
immunity may develop within 48 hours of amputation of a
progressively growing tumor transplant (B. Brient, personal
communication). Even if tolerance could wane in ten days, it
is most unlikely to change to strong immunity within 48
hours.

Although the tissue and the conditions are dissimilar, there
are certain analogies between carcinogen-induced primary or
transplanted tumors and transplants of organs. A certain
critical threshold level of immunity is required before a graft is
rejected. This was shown by Martinez et al. (6), who noted
that a large skin graft across the weak Y-linked incompatibility
barrier persisted longer than a small graft, and by T. S.
Hauschka and B. Holdridge (personal communication), who
found that very large grafts persisted almost indefinitely
although sometimes becoming somewhat moth-eaten at the
edges near the site of the lymph nodes. Eichwald et al. (3)
noted that the response to skin grafts across weak (non H-2)
differences tended to wax and wane and that grafts would
often "settle down" after being apparently on the point of

rejection. It has been repeatedly observed that the greatest
frequency of reactions against kidney grafts occurs in the first
few months after transplantation and that, with certain
notable exceptions, rejection becomes less common after the
first year and relatively rare after the second year (9).
Undoubtedly this is partly because many highly incompatible
kidneys were successfully rejected in one of the early
attempts; nevertheless, other kidneys that were the target for
repeated strong reactions early after transplantation later may
be left in relative peace. This is not a simple consequence of
cumulative action of an immunosuppressive drug. Many
patients require relatively little immunosuppression after their
first year, and we have followed one recipient who has
received no immunosuppressive for over ten months with no
apparent reaction against her HL-A identical, but otherwise
almost certainly allogeneic, transplant (13).

Transplantation immunity and tumor immunity thus appear
to have certain generally unsuspected points of similarity. The
failure of the host to respond after a long period raises a
question as to whether the immunologie defense becomes
blunted after repeated failures or whether an alteration
develops in the allogeneic graft or in the otherwise highly
antigenic tumor. Tolerance can be ruled out for reasons stated
above and because a second kidney transplanted from the
same donor to an accepting recipient has on occasion been
rejected while the first kidney continued to function (11).
Years earlier rejection of a second skin graft to a rat rendered
tolerant at birth and retaining the original test skin graft had
been reported by Woodruff and Simpson (17). Bearing in mind
that nucleated cells are capable of considerable repair after
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damageâ€”immunologie or otherwiseâ€”the three most likely

explanations for the failure to reject are : the establishment of
immunologie enhancement, modulation of the incompatible
antigens, or replacement of the cells of the blood vessels by
host endothelial cells. Experience with renal transplantation
suggests that replacement of endothelial cells is a strong factor
in the adaptation of a transplant, possibly the blood tissue
barrier in many tumors is a more considerable factor than is
generally recognized (G. M. Williams, submitted for publica
tion). Brient (personal communication) found that animals in
which a transplanted methylcholanthrene-induced tumor was
incompletely removed at the time of amputation were
resistant to challenge with the same tumor but developed a
local and progressive recurrence. Vascular and stromal factors
documented by H. S. N. Greene (4) are now generally
overlooked, but they could be profitably reexamined with
more precise technics. Enhancement remains a possibility,
especially with certain types of tumor, and the long per
sistence of the tumor would favor the development of the 7 S
form of antibody known to be responsible for the protection
afforded during enhancement. Modulation has only been
intensively studied in the TL system (2) although early reports
from Dr. Klein's laboratory suggest that certain H-2 antigens

may also modulate (1). Suppression of antigen following
exposure to antibody is often difficult to study in an in vivo
model since the antigens may become fully expressed as soon
as the modulating antibody is withdrawn.

Dr. Prehn's experiments and his presentation of the data can

stimulate considerable discussion. He has clearly taken us
somewhat closer to a solution to the enigma of progressive
tumor growth in the presence of immunity by pin pointing
two tumors: one malignant, one benign with similar antigens.
One responds to immunity, the other does not. Why not?
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